Instructions for cleaning and sterilization
Refraction device
EYE REFRACT®
This instruction guide aims to clean and sterilize your EYE REFRACT® for common use .
For other instructions, please refer to the USER MANUAL.
For your comfort it’s recommended to clean the device regularly. Please clean the instrument following these
instructions. Cleaning conducted by a process other than the one described in this instruction may cause
deterioration or damage to the equipment.

1- Cleaning and sterilization of chin rest and forehead rest support
Cleaning of the chin rest and headrest should be done before each measurement. The patient’s chin and head should be on
the chin rest and forehead during all diagnostic procedures. That’s why it’s important to clean the chin rest and forehead
support with Cidalkan wipes incl. alcohol. disinfectant or other alternative.
Optional items
Chin rest paper (REF. 4100-0014-00)
When using the chin rest paper, use a new sheet for each patient.

For prevention of cross-infection, replace with
a new paper for every new patient. Pull and
replace with a new sheet of paper.

4- Cleaning of the internal
body of the device

2- Cleaning of Removable Chick
protection
Chick protection are removable spare parts, it is recommended to clean the front surface between each patient
and to remove them totally between each 5 patients to
clean them completely.
During the front surface cleaning of Chick
protection take care of the apertures and
the lenses inside, do not clean do deep
you may damage the lenses.

Between the left and right eyes, proceed to a regular
cleaning of the interior of the device.
The patient will touch the device with his/her nose
during the exam. Before cleaning the unit, turn it off
and unplug it from the electric outlet.
To clean the plastic surface of the device gently wipe
the top, bottom, and front surfaces and insist on the
contact surfaces.

3- Cleaning of tablet and near vision
screen

The tablet should not be seen or touched by the patient.
But clean the screen regularly if possible between each
patient, after you take off your gloves. Use Cidalkan wipes
or other alternative.

Avoid to give the printed results to your
patients.

Put the tablet on a flat surface previously
cleaned. The tablet must be wiped gently
without applying excessive force.

		
		
Wipes - Instructions for use please read carefully !
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Take a wipe out of its packaging and close
Clean thoroughly by hand wiping. 		
Throw away the wipe.
the packaging tightly after use.		
Leave the product on for 5 minutes. 		
Change wipe for each medical
							Do not rinse.				surface or device.

REF. 369113

Cidalkan wipes incl. alcohol.
disinfectant

Standards
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Only use the below recommended
solutions. Other solutions may damage or
discolour the device.

